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News in Collect
Space Copenhagen | 2022

Collect continues to add to its range of home accessories with new designs for 
daily life.

Since its line of beautifully crafted soft furnishings and home objects was 
launched in 2020, Collect has built a reputation for premium materials, timeless 
design, and an earthy palette. The line’s latest additions build upon that legacy 
with a luxurious new throw, as well as an expanded range of contemporary colours 
and textures for existing pieces.

Crafted from a blend of organic cotton and linen, this new throw for Collect 
promises to be a cosy companion on cold nights. Made from three layers of woven 
yarn, the throw features a front and back layer in a natural, cloud-coloured yarn 
that’s knitted together with a coloured linen yarn for a waffled effect. Available 
in three dreamy hues – Sienna & Cloud, Moss & Cloud, and Sand & Cloud – 
this inviting piece will lend subtle texture and soft colour to any living space or 
bedroom. Its size is 140 × 210cm. 

Elevated by their thoughtful use of materials, Collect’s set of carafes and drinking 
glasses explore the idiosyncratic properties of glass. Simple and decidedly modern 
in appearance, the pieces boast a subtle whirlpool motif that mirrors the swirling 
nature of water. Nodding to a common feature in Asian design, the glasses include 
a small lip on their edge that creates a natural place for the lip to rest. The set 
comes in two new contemporary colours destined to add a subtle nuance to your 
dining setting: Moss and Amber. 

The rustic theme continues with Space Copenhagen’s hand-crafted concrete 
planters. A stylish way to invite greenery into indoor spaces, this softly rounded 
vessel echoes the sculptural curves of a classic pedestal. In addition to six 
existing pastel hues, it is now available in a creamy new shade of Milk. 

Since Collect’s debut, it has offered a growing range of cushions in a comforting 
selection of fabrics. Its latest offering is a mid-sized cushion that is as well suited to  
a bed as it is providing extra support in an armchair. While the two textile options –  
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a soft bouclé and a weave fabric – have a markedly different tactility, both are 
natural materials with a sustainable footprint. The cushion is available in two sizes: 
50 × 50cm and 40 × 60cm.

Designed by Space Copenhagen, Collect reflects the studio’s commitment to 
quality and longevity. Founders Signe Bindslev Henriksen and Peter Bundgaard 
Rützou wanted to create a cohesive offering of home accessories that would  
bring comfort to any interior. Their intuitive approach, coupled with a belief in 
slow aesthetic, results in contemporary designs with timeless appeal.

“As architects, our work pivots around spatial composition and ambiance as we seek 
to create harmony in a space,” Henriksen and Rützou explain. “This collection of 
home accessories became a natural extension of that – an architectural fragment 
that softens and completes the atmosphere that we are always striving to create.”

Each piece from Collect was designed to be easily mixed and matched with 
others. Purchase individually, or buy any number of pieces, to inject a sense of 
quiet luxury into the home.

Founded in 2005, Space Copenhagen is a design studio that works across multiple 
disciplines, from furniture and lighting to art installations and interior design.  
The studio’s commitment to quality and longevity results in contemporary designs 
with timeless appeal.


